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abstract
We argue that 6d N=(2, 0) theory on S1×S3×C2 reduces to the 2d q-deformed Yang-
Mills on C2 at finite area, as a small extension to the result of Gadde, Rastelli, Razamat and
Yan. This is done by computing the partition function on S1×S3 of 4dN=2 supersymmetric
non-linear sigma model on T ∗GC, which gives the propagator of the 2d Yang-Mills.
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1 Introduction and Summary
In [1, 2, 3], a remarkable observation was made that the superconformal index of the 4d
N=2 theory associated to a Riemann surface C2 by Gaiotto in [4] is equal to the partition
function of 2d q-deformed Yang-Mills on the same Riemann surface C2 in the zero area
limit, or a generalization thereof. As discussed in [5], the 4d N=2 theory associated to C2
by Gaiotto in [4] should be thought of as the compactification of 6d N=(2, 0) theory on the
Riemann surface C2 in the zero area limit, in order to decouple various Kaluza-Klein modes
so that we have a genuine 4d theory.
The aim of this short note is to argue that the partition function on S1 × S3 of the
compactification of 6d N=(2, 0) theory on the Riemann surface C2 with nonzero area A , is
equal to the partition function of 2d q-deformed Yang-Mills on C2 with nonzero area A .1
We are interested in 6d N=(2, 0) theory on S1×S3×C2. This system can be analyzed in
many ways, according to the different orders of piecemeal reductions, as shown in Figure 1.
1Before proceeding, it would be useful to recall recent advances in the localization in general. First,
there is the localization down to matrix models, of 2d theory on S2 [6, 7], of 3d theory on S3 [8], of 4d
theory on S4 [9], and of 5d theory on S5 [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. The moral is that, as far as BPS quantities
are concerned,
N -dimensional theory on SN can be localized to a 0-dimensional field theory,
i.e. a matrix model. Using these localization techniques, it was then found that the partition function
on S4 of 4d N=2 theory associated to a Riemann surface C2 is equal to the partition function on C2 of
2d Toda theory [15, 16], and also that the partition function on S3 of 3d N=2 theory associated to a
hyperbolic manifold H3 is equal to the partition function on H3 of Chern-Simons theory [17, 18, 19]. In
other words, 6d N=(2, 0) theory becomes 2d Toda theory or 3d Chern-Simons theory if reduced on S4 or
S3, respectively. Although these facts were observed by computing the partition functions by localizing
down to zero dimensions, the moral should be that, as far as BPS quantities are concerned,
(N + n)-dimensional theory on SN can be localized to an n-dimensional field theory.
Note that the various matrix models above are to be thought of as a special case when n = 0. Also, the
lore that the BPS sector of 6d N=(2, 0) theory on S1 is wholly captured by maximally supersymmetric
Yang-Mills in 5d is again a special case when N = 1 and n = 5. Very recently, 5d minimally supersymmetric
Yang-Mills on S3 × R2 was analyzed [20], in which it was shown that it localizes to 2d Yang-Mills on R2.
The localization on S4 × S1 was also done in [21, 22]. Furthermore, the manifold on which the theory is
localized does not have to be a completely round SN ; any manifold which admits rigid supersymmetry in
the sense of [23] should be usable. For example, localization on squashed spheres was also performed in
[24, 25, 26, 27]. Localization on a finite quotient of S3 was done in [28].
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6d N=(2, 0) theory on S1 × S3 × C2
5d SYM on S3 × C2
2d qYM on C2
Z
CS on S1 × C2
some QM on S1
4d N=2 theory on S1 × S3
3d N=4 theory on S3
Figure 1: Interrelation of various theories, starting from 6d N=(2, 0) on S1×S3×C2. The
black arrows show the dimensional reductions. The red, green and blue double arrows show
the manifestations of various dualities discussed in the literature, see the main text.
The relation (given by a red dotted arrow) between 4d N=2 theory on S1 × S3 and 2d
q-deformed Yang-Mills on C2 is the one discovered in [2]; the relation (given by a green
dashed arrow) between Chern-Simons theory on S1 × C2 and 3d N=4 theory on S3 is a
version of 3+3 duality [17, 18, 19]; the relation (given by a blue broken arrow) says that the
partition function of 5d super Yang-Mills on a five-manifold automatically has the structure
of an index over a vector space; this was recently checked when the five-manifold is S5 [13].
The most solid way to see that 6d N=(2, 0) theory on S1 × S3 × C2 reduces to 2d
q-deformed Yang-Mills with nonzero area would be to reduce it first to 5d maximally su-
persymmetric Yang-Mills on S3×C2, and then to reduce it further on S
3 to get a 2d theory
on C2, as an extension of a recent work [20]. In this paper, we instead take a rather round-
about approach, to study the partition function on S1 × S3 of 4d N=2 theory obtained by
compactifying 6d N=(2, 0) theory on C2 with finite area, studied in [5].
Recall that in [2] the relationship between 4d N=2 theory and 2d q-deformed Yang-Mills
was made by performing the pants decomposition of the Riemann surface C2. The only place
where the area mattered is at the treatment of the ‘propagator’, i.e. the partition function
on the cylinder S1× a finite segment of 2d q-deformed Yang-Mills. Hence, to include the
effect of having nonzero area, we only need to study the 4d theory one obtains by putting
6d N=(2, 0) theory on a cylinder with area A , and to show its partition function on S1×S3
agrees with the propagator of 2d q-deformed Yang-Mills for area A .
In [29, 5], it was shown that 6d N=(2, 0) theory of type G on a cylinder with A is
essentially a 4d N=2 sigma model whose target space is a hyperka¨hler manifold T ∗GC,
whose metric has an overall factor of A −1:
ds2A =
1
A
ds2A=1. (1.1)
2
We denote the sigma model by XA . This sigma model has GL ×GR flavor symmetry. We
put this theory on S1×S3, introduce exponentiated chemical potentials t, y, v associated to
the spacetime and R-symmetries as in [1]. We mostly set y = 1, v = t as in [2], so that the
corresponding 2d theory becomes the q-deformed Yang-Mills, where q = t3. We then want
to calculate the partition function of the theory XA , which we denote by ZA (q,xL,xR),
where xL,xR are fugacities for flavor symmetries GL × GR. Our objective is to show that
this ZA is the propagator of the 2d Yang-Mills.
The rest of the note is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we first find the partition function
heuristically, using the relation among XA , XA ′ and XA+A ′. In Sec. 3, we give a check of
this result by studying the decomposition of the Hilbert space under GL × GR. In Sec. 4,
we speculate how to relax the conditions y = 1, v = t. We assume the reader is familiar
with the results of and the notations in [2, 3, 5].
2 Partition function of the non-linear sigma model
Let us take two copies of the theory with different area, XA and XA ′ , and couple an N=2
vector multiplet VG of gauge group G to the diagonal subgroup of GR of XA and GL of
XA ′ . As shown in [29, 5], when the multiplet VG has zero kinetic term and is auxiliary, the
resulting theory is just XA+A ′ :
2
XA + VG +XA ′ = XA+A ′. (2.1)
As a statement of the partition function, this becomes∫
[dx]ZA (q,xL,x)η(q,x)ZA ′(q,x,xR) = ZA+A ′(q,xL,xR) (2.2)
where
η(q,x) = exp
[
∞∑
n=1
−2qn
1− qn
χadj(x
n)
]
(2.3)
is the contribution to the index from a gauge multiplet of gauge group G, and [dx] is the
Haar measure.
Topologically, the target manifold has the form
T ∗GC ≃ G× (g⊕ g⊕ g) (2.4)
where the zero-section G is preserved by SU(2)R, while g ⊕ g ⊕ g transforms as a triplet.
This means that the part G remains massless even on S1×S3 and that it becomes (part of)
the zero modes. Let us assume then that the partition function has the factorized structure
ZA (q,xL,xR) = Z
1-loop(q,xL,xR)Z
zero mode
A (q,xL,xR). (2.5)
2Let us illustrate this property with a toy example with no supersymmetry and G = U(1). The theory
on the left hand side has the Lagrangian L = 1
A
(∂µφ − Aµ)2 +
1
A ′
(∂µφ
′ + Aµ)
2 where the periodicity of
both φ and φ′ is 2pi. Fix the gauge by demanding φ′ = 0. Then Aµ can be solved in terms of ∂µφ. Plugging
it back in, one obtains L = 1
A+A ′
(∂µφ)
2. This analysis can be easily N=2-supersymmetrized.
3
Note that the A dependence only comes from the zero-mode integral. Otherwise the par-
tition function on S1 × S3 is independent of parameters in the Lagrangian as shown in
[23].
The zero mode part is essentially a quantum mechanics on G, with a quadratic Hamil-
tonian coming from the metric (1.1), further reduced down on S3:
ds2QM =
volS3
A
ds2A=1. (2.6)
The theorem of Peter-Weyl says that the Hilbert space H of the quantum mechanics on
G decomposes as H =
⊕
RR ⊗ R
∗ under G × G, where R runs over the irreducible rep-
resentations of G. The eigenvalues of the Laplacian under the metric (1.1) is given by
C2(R)A / volS3, where C2(R) is the quadratic Casimir of the representation R. Therefore
Zzero modeA (q,xL,xR) =
∑
R
e−C2(R)A β/ volS
3
trR⊗R∗ xL ⊗ xR
=
∑
R
χR(xL)e
−C2(R)A β/ volS3χ∗R(xR)
=
∑
R
〈xL|R〉e
−C2(R)A β/ volS3〈R|xR〉
(2.7)
where χR(x) = 〈x|R〉 is the character in the representation R of the exponential of the
fugacity x. Note that this quantity is originally a trace, but looks like a propagator.
The one-loop term is uniquely determined by demanding that the full partition function
(2.5) satisfies the composition law (2.2). We conclude
ZA (q,xL,xR) = η(q,xL)
−1/2〈xL|
[∑
R
|R〉e−C2(R)A β/ volS
3
〈R|
]
|xR〉η(q,xR)
−1/2. (2.8)
The part in the square brackets is the propagator of the 2d (q-deformed) Yang-Mills as is
well known [30], and the factor η(q,x)−1/2 is the necessary normalization factor as found in
[2]. This is what we wanted to demonstrate.
Recall that our system is based on 6d N=(2, 0) theory on S1 × S3 × C2 where C2 =
S˜1 × (segment). The first S1 has the circumference β. Let us say the second S˜1 has the
circumference β˜ and the segment has the length ℓ, so that A = β˜ℓ. Then the exponent
−C2(R)ββ˜ℓ/ volS3 in (2.8) is symmetric under the exchange of the circumferences β, β˜ of
two S1s. Note also that the exponent is invariant under the simultaneous scaling
β → cβ, β˜ → cβ˜, ℓ→ cℓ, volS3 → c3 volS3. (2.9)
This is in accord with the fact that the 6d theory is conformal.
Note also that in the description as 4d sigma model on S1 × S3, the fugacities xL,R are
holonomies around S1, while in the desciption as 2d sigma model on S˜1 × (segment) the
same fugacities xL,R are holonomies around S˜
1. This comes from the fact that in 6d theory,
one can have a holonomy around the surface S1× S˜1, which becomes an ordinary holonomy
around S1 when the 6d theory is reduced along S˜1 or vice versa.
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3 Decomposition under the action of GL ×GR
Let us perform a small check of the result by studying the decomposition of the Hilbert space
under G×G. Essentially, we are doing the Kaluza-Klein expansion of the sigma model with
target T ∗GC on S
3. The modes with nonzero momenta will have energy of order ∼ 1/r
and the wavefunction of the zero modes will have energy of order ∼ A /r3, where r is the
radius of S3. Therefore, when A /r2 is parametrically small, there is a separation of scales,
allowing the use of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation where the non-zero modes as the
fast modes, and the zero modes as the slow modes.
The non-zero modes are essentially a free hypermultiplet in the adjoint representation of
G, but the four scalars transform as spin 1 plus spin 0 under SU(2)R symmetry, according
to the decomposition (2.4). They are neutral under N=2 U(1)R symmetry. In general, the
single-letter index of a chiral multiplet is
t3RN=1vf − t6−3RN=1v−f
(1− t3y)(1− t3y−1)
(3.1)
where RN=1 is the N=1 R-symmetry used to put the theory on S3 × S1 as in [23], and
v and f are the fugacity and the charge of a flavor symmetry commuting with the N=1
subalgebra. In our case,
RN=1 =
4
3
I3 +
1
3
RN=2, f = −I3 +
1
2
RN=2 (3.2)
where I3 is the third component of the generator of SU(2)R, and RN=2 is the generator
of the N=2 U(1)R symmetry. Our hypermultiplet behaves as two chiral multiplets with
(I3, RN=2) = (1, 0) and (0, 0), resulting in the single-letter index
1− q
1 + q
χadj(x) = χadj(x) +
2q
1− q
χadj(x). (3.3)
The first term in the right hand side is the zero mode, and the second term is the contribution
from the non-zero modes. Therefore, the contribution to the index of the non-zero modes
is the plethystic exponential of this second term,
exp
[
∞∑
n=1
2qn
1− qn
χadj(x
n)
]
= η(q,x)−1. (3.4)
Let us denote by Hone-loop the Hilbert space of the non-zero modes whose index is (3.4).
The total system has the symmetry GL×GR, but the non-zero modes Hone-loop only has
the symmetry under G. This is because we fixed the zero mode at a point on G. The Hilbert
space Htotal of the total system is then the space of sections of a vector bundle over G such
that the fiber at a point is Hone-loop. In mathematical terms, Htotal is the representation of
GL ×GR induced by the representation Hone-loop of Gdiag ⊂ GL ×GR:
Htotal = Ind
GL×GR
Gdiag
Hone-loop. (3.5)
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Let us check that the result (2.8) is the same representation of GL×GR as Htotal. This can
be done by counting the multiplicity of each irreducible representations. The multiplicity
of R1 ×R∗2 of GL ×GR in Htotal is given by the Frobenius reciprocity:∫
[dx]〈R1|x〉η(q,x)
−1〈x|R2〉. (3.6)
The multiplicity of R1 ×R∗2 of GL ×GR in (2.8) is∫∫
[dxL][dxR]〈R1|xL〉ZA=0(q,xL,xR)〈xR|R2〉
=
∫∫
[dxL][dxR]〈R1|xL〉η(q,xL)
−1/2〈xL|xR〉η(q,xR)
−1/2〈xR|R2〉
=
∫
[dx]〈R1|x〉η(q,x)
−1〈x|R2〉
(3.7)
which is equal to (3.6).
To find the Hamiltonian of the system, one needs to determine the Berry-phase connec-
tion of the bundle Hone-loop over G. Then the total Hamiltonian is obtained as the Laplacian
acting on the sections of the bundle. The author has not attempted to perform this analysis.
The Berry phase of the supersymmetric quantum system was studied in e.g. [31, 32], which
might be useful in pursuing this calculation.
4 Generalization
Let p = t3y, q = t3y−1, t = t4/v, and let p → 0 keeping q and t fixed3. It was found in [3]
that the 2d q-deformed Yang-Mills is then further deformed, such that e.g. the characters
χR(x) is replaced by Macdonald functions PR(q, t,x). The contribution from the gauge
modes (2.3) is now
ξ(q, t,x) = exp
[
∞∑
n=1
−qn − tn
1− qn
χadj(x
n)
]
. (4.1)
The analysis of the last section can be repeated easily. The non-zero modes of the hyper-
multiplets (3.4) contribute by
ξ(q, t,x)−1 = exp
[
∞∑
n=1
qn + tn
1− qn
χadj(x
n)
]
, (4.2)
and then the multiplicity of R1 ×R∗2 in Htotal is∫
[dx]〈R1|x〉ξ(q, t,x)
−1〈x|R2〉. (4.3)
3Our t is the t of [1]. Our t is the t of [3].
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The generalization of the formula of ZA (2.8) would be
ZA (q, t,xL,xR) = ζ(q, t,xL,xR)
∑
R
PR(q, t,xL)e
−C2(R)A β/ volS3PR(q, t,x
−1
R )
NR(q, t)
(4.4)
where PR is the Macdonald function, and NR(q, t) = 〈PR, PR〉q,t is its norm.4 The factor
ζ(q, t,xL,xR) is determined by the generalization of (2.2)∫
[dx]ZA (q, t,xL,x)ξ(q, t,x)ZA ′(q, t,x,xR) = ZA+A ′(q, t,xL,xR). (4.5)
A short calculation yields
ζ(q, t,xL,xR) = η(q,xL)
−1/2η(q,xR)
−1/2
∞∏
n=0
(
1− tqn
1− qn+1
)r
(4.6)
where r is the rank of G.
One finds by a straightforward calculation using the orthogonality of Macdonald poly-
nomials that the multiplicity of R1 ×R∗2 in (4.4) is equal to the expression (4.3). We can
perform a finer decomposition by counting the multiplicity of R1 × R∗2 in (4.4) which has
the energy C2(R). This is given by∫∫
[dxL][dxR]ζ(q, t,xL,xR)χR∗1(xL)
PR(q, t,xL)PR(q, t,x
−1
R )
NR(q, t)
χR2(xR). (4.7)
This should be a series in q and t with interger coefficients, and indeed it is, because NR(q, t)
and the expansions of η(q, t,x)−1/2, PR(q, t,x) in terms of χR′(x) are all series with integer
coefficients.
The 4d theory associated to a once-punctured sphere is also an N = 2 non-linear sigma
model [5]. Its partition function on S1 × S3 will essentially be the Macdonald function. It
seems promising to pursue this line of ideas.
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